Meeting notes for ebMS TC call, 4th Jun 2014

Attendees:
Makesh Rao
Pim Van Der Eijk
Jacques Durand
Ian Otto
Dale Moberg
Sander Fieten
Theo Kramer

Discussed the document that Ian sent. Ian to give an update next meeting on some samples and if the other group had visibility to Ian’s document.

Pim mentioned that since many ebxml tc merged to ebcore a maintenance TC. ebXML registry TC is planning to close since no new work is being done there. Since Dale will resign as co chair of TC. Shud we merge this with eb core.

Jacques: only downside is the agenda needs to be carefully designed. Might be difficult to get people to vote on ebms items

would it be possible to have a meeting next week and vote for the co-chair

Dale will send meeting invite for Jun 9, to vote for eb core 

Theo brought up some items that needed discussion

actor in was header for push. examples in as4 is only for pull. not clear if the actor shud be set for push msgs. also what shud happen if actors set to dbms, incase its not required. 
Rules of SOAP apply. MSG shud think of it as dbms actor. Since there was ambiguity on who is pulling, an actor was added to add more clarity. For push its not needed since that MEP already identifies who it is.

what happens in push where there are user tokens. WS-I prevents two WS-S header in a single message.

we shud accept it with or without. Should we include it when we send a msg. Maybe include more clarity on this.

Pull is the only place where the its an authz header. Push would not have it 


AS4 does not preclude 2 way MEPs. Needs clarification. pmode needs to be more extensible and make it possible to handle 2 way MEPs. Lets not open the profile for other messages that are not covered. Maybe we say its two one way MEPs. Also clarify the receipts.

